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SAS 9.1.3 Language Reference: Dictionary, 3-Volume SetSAS Institute, 2004
New and enhanced features in Base SAS save you time, effort, and system resources by providing faster processing and easier data access and management, more robust analysis, and improved data presentation.

	 By using new SAS system options that enable threading and the use of multiple CPUs, the following SAS procedures take...
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Modern C++: Efficient and Scalable Application Development: Leverage the modern features of C++ to overcome difficulties in various stages of application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create apps in C++ and leverage its latest features using modern programming techniques.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop strong C++ skills to build a variety of applications
	
			Explore features of C++17, such as containers, algorithms, and threads
	
			Grasp the standard...
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Imperfect C++ Practical Solutions for Real-Life ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2004
C++, although a marvelous language, isn't perfect. Matthew  Wilson has been working with it for over a decade, and during that time he has  found inherent limitations that require skillful workarounds. In this book, he  doesn't just tell you what's wrong with C++, but offers practical techniques and  tools for writing code that's...
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The Android Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the Android SDK (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Do you want to get started building apps for Android, today’s number one mobile platform? Are you already building Android apps but want to get better at it?  The Android ™  Developer’s Cookbook, Second Edition,  brings together all the expert guidance and code you’ll need.

...
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Python GUI Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 object-oriented recipes to help you create mind-blowing GUIs in Python


	About This Book

	
		Use object-oriented programming to develop amazing GUIs in Python
	
		Create a working GUI project as a central resource for developing your Python GUIs
	
		Packed with easy-to-follow...
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Oracle Database Programming Using Java and Web ServicesDigital Press, 2006
The traditional division of labor between the database (which only stores and manages SQL and XML data for fast, easy data search and retrieval) and the application server (which runs application or business logic, and presentation logic) is obsolete. Although the books primary focus is on programming the Oracle Database, the concepts and...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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Hands-On Concurrency with Rust: Confidently build memory-safe, parallel, and efficient software in RustPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get to grips with modern software demands by learning the effective uses of Rust's powerful memory safety.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn and improve the sequential performance characteristics of your software
	
			Understand the use of operating system processes in a high-scale...
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C++ Standard Library Quick ReferenceApress, 2016

	This quick reference is a condensed guide to the essential data structures, algorithms, and functions provided by the C++ Standard Library. Used by millions of C++ programmers on a daily basis, the C++ Standard Library features core classes for strings, I/O streams, and various generic containers, as well as a comprehensive set of algorithms...
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Java SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
Java is generally a well-documented language, but not every language feature is fully specified, documented, or identical across all platforms. Java Secrets takes you into this Java twilight zone and introduces you to the language's hidden power. The book's first section explores the inner workings of many Java mechanisms, including...
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Foundations of Qt DevelopmentApress, 2007
As the standard for KDE desktop environment, Trolltech's Qt is a necessary basis for all programmers who want to develop cross-platform applications on Windows, Mac OS, Linux, and FreeBSD. A multitude of popular applications have been written in Qt including Adobe Photoshop Elements, Google Earth, Perforce Visual Client, and Skype....
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Application Development Using Visual Basic and .NETPrentice Hall, 2002
Build industrial-strength .NET applications with Visual Basic.

	Experienced programmers: Quickly come up to speed on the new, powerful Visual Basic .NET
	Practical, hands-on coverage of the .NET Framework, CLR, ADO.NET, ASP.NET, Web services, security, interoperability, and more
	Running case study:...
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